I. Introduction
Designing a machine that converse with human, particularly responding properly to spoken language has intrigued engineers and scientists for centuries. Speech Recognition System(SRS) is also known as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) or computer speech recognition which is the process of converting a speech signal to a sequence of words by means of an algorithm implemented as a computer program. It has the potential of being an important mode of interaction between humans and computers [1] . Today speech technology enabled applications are commercially available for a limited but interesting range of tasks. Very useful and valuable services are provided by these technology enabled machines, by responding correctly and reliably to human voices. In order to bring us closer to the "Holy Grail" of machines that recognize and understand fluently spoken speech, many important scientific and Technological advances have been took place, but still we are far from having a machine that mimics human behavior. Speech recognition technology has become a topic of great interest to general population, through many block buster movies of 1960's and 1970's [2] .
The anthropomorphism of "HAL", a famous character in Stanley Kubrick's movie "2001: A Space Odyssey", made the general public aware of the potential of intelligent machines. In this movie, an intelligent computer named "HAL" spoke in a natural sounding voice and was able to recognize and understand fluently spoken speech, and respond accordingly. George Lucas, in the famous Star Wars saga, extended the abilities of intelligent machines by making them intelligent and mobile Droids like R2D2 and C3PO were able to speak naturally, recognize and understand fluent speech, move around and interact with their environment, with other droids, and with the human population. Apple Computers in the year of 1988, created a vision of speech technology and computers for the year 2011, titled "Knowledge Navigator", which defined the concepts of a Speech User Interface (SUI) and a Multimodal User Interface (MUI) along with the theme of intelligent voiceenabled agents. This video had a dramatic effect in the technical community and focused technology efforts, especially in the area of visual talking agents [2] .
Languages, on which so far automatic speech recognition systems have been developed, are just a fraction of the total around 7300 languages. Chinese, English, Russian, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Japan, Spanish, Filipino, Arabic, Bengali, Tamil, Malayalam, Sinhala and Hindi are prominent among them [3] .
A. Types of Speech Signal
In Speech Recognition System the ability to recognize the speech signal can be subdivided into different classes, a. Isolated Words: In this type, system accepts singleutterance at a time. And usually requires each utterance to have quiet on both side of sample window and require a speaker to wait between words. Its response will be better for single word but give poor result for multiple words input. b. Connected Words:In this type, multiple wordsgiven to the system which runs separately as isolated words and having small duration of time between them. c. Continuous Speech:In this type, natural speech isspoken by the user that is detectable by the machine.
Continuous speech recognition is difficult to create because they utilize special method for implementation.
C. Types of Vocabulary
The accuracy, complexity and processing requirements of the system depend upon the vocabulary size of speech recognition system. Some applications require a few words, others requires huge vocabulary. 
D. Applications
The applications of speech recognition system (SRS) with their sector / area and fields are given in the table 1: Use of security purposes at highly secure places, Dictation system on market. To translate data from one language to another, video gaming and ATM (data entry).
II. General Steps For Speech Recognition Systems (Srs)
In speech recognition system an unknown speech signal is transformed into sequence of feature vectors by different speech processing techniques. It converts feature vector to phoneme lattice by applying an algorithms [4] . A recognition module transforms the phoneme lattice into a word lattice by lexicon and then grammar is applied to word lattice to recognize the specific words or text. Figure 1 shows the information for general steps in speech recognition system (SRS). The speech recognition process is divided into several steps. A.
Step 1:In this step speech signal is divided intoequally spaced blocks to get signal characteristics such as, total energy, zero crossing strength across various frequency ranges etc. By using these characteristics feature vectors combine each block with the phoneme to produce a string of phonemes. B.
Step 2:In this step spectrum analysis is appliedon each block by using linear predictive coding technique, fast Fourier transform(FFT) and bank of frequency filters. C.
Step 3:In this step decision process is performedon each block. Each phoneme has distinguished features which narrow the field. D.
Step 4: This step is used to enhance theperformance of decision process to get high degree of success using different algorithms. For each word of vocabulary an algorithm is constructed and then string of phonemes is compared against each algorithm. 
III. Techniques In Speech Recognition Systems
The goal of speech recognition is for a machine to be able to "hear," understand," and "act upon" spoken information. The earliest speech recognition systems were first attempted in the early 1950s at Bell Laboratories. Davis, Biddulph and Balashek developed an isolated digit recognition system for a single speaker. The speaker recognition system may be viewed as working in a four stages. 
A. Speech Analysis
In speech analysis technique Speech data contains different types of information that shows a speaker identity. This includes speaker specific information due to vocal tract, excitation source and behavior feature. The physical structure and dimension of vocal tract as well as excitation source are unique for each speaker. The speech analysis deals with stages with suitable frame size for segmenting speech signal for further analysis and extracting [5] . The speech analysis is done with following three techniques. a. Segmentation Analysis:In this case, speech is analyzed using the frame size and shift in the range of 10-30 ms toextract speaker information. Studies have been made in using segmented analysis to extract vocal tract information of speaker recognition. b. Sub-segmental Analysis:Speech analyzed using the frame size and shift in range 3-5 ms is known as Sub segmentalanalysis. This technique is used mainly to analyze and extract the characteristic of the excitation state. [6] . The excitation source information is relatively fast varying compared to vocal tract information, so small frame size and shift are required to best capture the speaker-specific information [7] . c. Supra-segmental Analysis: In this case, speech is analyzed by using the frame size and shift of 100-300 ms to extractspeaker information mainly due to behavioral tract and here speech is analyzed using the frame size. This technique is used mainly to analyze and characteristic due to behavior character of the speaker. These include word duration, intonation, speaker rate, accent etc.
B. Speech Feature Extraction Techniques
Feature Extraction is the most important part of speech recognition since it plays an important role to separate one speech from other. The utterance can be extracted from a wide range of feature extraction techniques proposed and successfully exploited for speech recognition task. But extracted feature should meet some criteria while dealing with the speech signal such as: The most widely used feature extraction techniques are explained below,
a. Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
One of the most powerful signal analysis techniques is the method of linear prediction. LPC [8] [9] of speech has become the predominant technique for estimating the basic parameters of speech. It provides both an accurate estimate of the speech parameters and it is also an efficient computational model of speech. The basic idea behind LPC is that a speech sample can be approximated as a linear combination of past speech samples. Through minimizing the sum of squared differences (over a finite interval) between the actual speech samples and predicted values, a unique set of parameters or predictor coefficients can be determined. These coefficients form the basis for LPC of speech [10] . The predictor coefficients are therefore transformed to a more robust set of parameters known as Cepstral coefficients. Figure 2 shows the steps involved in LPC feature extraction. 
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b. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
The MFCC [8] [9] is the most evident example of a feature set that is extensively used in speech recognition. As the frequency bands are positioned logarithmically in MFCC [11] , it approximates the human system response more closely than any other system. Technique of computing MFCC is based on the short-term analysis, and thus from each frame a MFCC vector is computed. In order to extract the coefficients the speech sample is taken as the input and hamming window is applied to minimize the discontinuities of a signal. Then DFT will be used to generate the Mel filter bank. According to Mel frequency warping, the width of the triangular filters varies and so the log total energy in a critical band around the center frequency is included. After warping the numbers of coefficients are obtained. Finally the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transformer is used for the Cepstral coefficients calculation [8] [9] . It transforms the log of the quefrench domain coefficients to the frequency domain where N is the length of the DFT. MFCC can be computed by using the formula. = ( + / ) … (Eq. 1) The figure 3 shows the steps involved in MFCC feature extraction. 
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c. Modeling Technique
Speech recognition is a vast and emerging field nowadays. Every speech signal has different characteristics depend on utterances, to achieve this task of recognition different approaches are used. Each technique has its own benefits depends upon the scenario. Some approaches include template based approach, neural network based approach, statistical based approach, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based speech recognition etc. Most famous of all is the HMM approach because It is easy, simple and reliable, it can be automatically trained and feasible to use. Some approaches are listed below.
i. Acoustic Phonetic Recognition
Acoustic phonetic recognition performs the function at phoneme level. It exist distinctive, finite phonemes which are characterized by a set of acoustic properties that occur in a speech signal [12] . English language includes forty different phonemes and doesn't depend on the vocabulary. It is the earliest approach of SRS to recognize speech by providing labels to the speech. This approach includes highly variable phonetic units, the variability in these unit are straight forward which are easily learned by machine [13] . In first step the spectral analysis of speech signal along with feature detection are performed which convert spectral measurements to set of features that provide vast acoustic properties to the signal.
In second step attachment of phonetic label is done with segmentation region of speech signal. It gives phoneme lattice characterization of speech signal.
In the last step by using segmentation and labeling string of words are produced from phonetic label sequence. 
iii. Template Based Approach
In this approach by using a collection of speech pattern, dictionary of words are created which is stored as a reference, after that matching of unknown speech is done with the reference template [15] . Then selection of the best matching template is done. It is also a modified form of pattern recognition.It is the oldest and least effective method but dominating approach in 1950's to 1960's. It is still successful for small dictionaries and specifically for isolated word recognition. It is the primary technology for verification of speaker. Figure 6 shows the template based approach block diagram. 
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iv. Vector Quantization Approach
For efficient reduction of data of automatic SRS this approach is used, because in automatic SRS transmission rate is not a major issue. The efficiency of this approach lies on using best code book which yields the lowest distance measure [16] . To measure the average distance across the training frames and frame corresponding to longer segments which are more frequently used, the code book entries are selected for this purpose. To specify the code of words for less frequent frames such frames are more likely to be used especially smaller code books. Figure 7 shows the vector quantization approach block diagram.
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Figure 7:Vector Quantization Approach Block Diagram
v. Dynamic Time Wrapping
This approach finds similarities between two different sequences which vary with time and speech [17] .Consider an example in which two cars are traveling on a same way, if one car runs faster than the other. Thus measuring of two sequences with respect to time is done. If both cars are accelerated and de-accelerated during the observation then it measures the sequences with respect to speed. This approach is called as wrapping due to its nonlinear variation. In DTW any type of machine matching is done with certain restrictions for isolated words, this approach is beneficial for connected words and it can be easily modified. If the sequence is independent of some nonlinear variation with respect to time then it measures the similarities in both of them. As the name suggests the optimization process is achieved by using dynamic programming. Figure 8 
vi. Statistical Based Approach
Uncertainty or incompleteness occurs in speech recognition due to many reasons like mixing of sound, speaker variability, confusable words etc. The word stochastic points towards the sequence of non-deterministic selections from set of alternatives. Non deterministic means choices depend on the characteristics of input. This technique uses best probabilistic model so it is most efficient technique for speech recognition. Hidden Markov modeling is the most popular technique of all characteristics of input. This technique uses best probabilistic model so it is most efficient technique for speech recognition [18] . Hidden Markov modeling is the most popular technique of all.
 Hidden Markov Model
It is widely use stochastic approach today because in this approach speech is generating from number of states for each HMM model. In HMM we mixture multi vibrate Gaussian distribution, probabilistic mean, variance and mixture weight for speech [19] . Each phoneme has different output distribution. A HMM for a sequence of words or phoneme is made by concentrating the individual train HMM for the separate words and phoneme. Figure 9 shows the information about the hidden markov model (HMM) 
vii. Artificial Neural Network Approach
This approach is designed for complicated tasks but it is not as efficient as HMM in the case of large vocabularies. Phoneme recognition is the general approach of neural networks. In this approach the technique of intelligence, analyzing and visualizing of speech signal is done to measure phonetic features [20] .The network includes a huge number of neurons. Each neuron computers nonlinear weight of inputs and broadcast result to the outgoing units, training sets are used for assigning pattern of values to input and output neurons, training set determines the weight of strength of each pattern. Figure 10 shows the artificial neural network block diagram.
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V. Conclusion
Speech Recognition System (SRS) is growing day by day and has unlimited applications. Thestudy has shown the overview of the speech recognition process, its basic model, and applications. In this studytotal seven different approaches which are widely used for SRS have been discussed and after comparative study of these approaches it is concluded that Hidden markov method(HMM) is best suitable approach for a SRS because it efficient, robust, and reduces time and complexity.
